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Fun Run race starting: Tickets are now available for the 5th annual 5K Roundhouse Fun Run for the Ocean, which will take place Saturday, June 3 at 9:30 at the Manhattan Beach pier. The tickets can
be purchased at the aquarium’s website, http://roundhouseaquarium.org/funrun. They are $35 per person and include a commemorative t-shirt, electronic timing, water and refreshments. See details
below. Photo and information provided by Lynne Gross.

Aerospace Contractor Answers a Rare
Request from Washington
By Rob McCarthy
The nation’s new Commerce secretary has
asked manufacturers which federal regulations
hold them back the most, signaling the White
House intends to keep its promise to make
it easier for companies to do business on
U.S. soil. The chance to talk directly to a
member of the White House Cabinet doesn’t
come around often.
Gino DiCaro, a spokesman with the
California Manufacturing and Technology
Association, said in the past his industry’s
calls for relief fell on deaf ears in Washington,
D.C. But that’s changing with the new
administration. “More than ever, growing
our economy through manufacturing is at
the forefront of public opinion and policy
discussions at every government level,”
DiCaro said. “Everybody wants good wages,
jobs and innovation.”
Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross in
March invited manufacturers and industry
groups to tell him which federal regulations
hinder their businesses and expansion plans.
An executive memo signed January 24 by
President Trump tasked Ross to investigate
the impact of federal regulations on the
manufacturing industry. The president has
said he wants to keep factory jobs here in
the States.
It’s unusual for a president to single out
one industry with an offer of help. It’s rarer
that the manufacturers themselves got the
chance to tell the Commerce Secretary which
federal rules to reduce or eliminate altogether.
There were 175 comments and suggestions
left for Ross and his staff on a federal website,
including one by Northrup Grumman. The
aerospace and defense contractor operates
in three South Bay cities and in all 50
states. Robert Foster, a Washington, D.C.based manager for Northrup Grumman,
recommended that the environmental permit

process be simplified.
He offered ways the administration could
help Northrup Grumman to better suit the
company’s needs. Simplify the process for
obtaining a federal permit to comply with
clean air, clean water and wastewater rules.
Require the same data, but share it among
the agencies reviewing the application. Also,
cut down on the nine- to 12-month wait to
get a permit approved, Foster suggested.
Northrup Grumman must submit duplicate
information to the California and federal
agencies, Foster explained. Local and federal
agencies should be working together, and
a single agency could handle a Northrup

permit application to make the process more
efficient. Many federal environmental rules
are enforced by the states. “Consolidate the
review at a single level and within a single
agency,” Foster recommended. Where more
than one state or federal agency is involved,
he suggested to clearly define the lines of
responsibility so the process isn’t slowed by
multiple requests for information.
State and federal agencies often want the
same data to assure them a company has
practices and procedures in place to comply
with environmental rules. Northrup Grumman
told Ross the current permit process is
See Aerospace, page 2

Roundhouse’s Fun Run for the Ocean
By Lynne S. Gross
The 5th Annual 5K Roundhouse Fun
Run for the Ocean is coming in June! The
event is known for its outstanding prizes
for first through third place in each of its
ten divisions. In addition, a raffle held
after the race has even more worthwhile
prizes. It is a good race for the entire family while also being an excellent place for
serious runners to shine. The division age
breakdowns are: 9 and under, 10-14, 15-29,
30-49, and 50+. There are separate prizes
for men and women in each division--a
total of 30 prizes overall.
The race will start at the ocean’s edge
under the Manhattan Beach pier and round
a cone 30 blocks to the north at 45th Street.
Time recording and online registration will
be handled by RaceWire. The Fun Run will
also feature music and announcements by
DJ Dru Mitchell and touch tanks staffed
by Roundhouse Volunteers. Coffee will be
provided by NikauKai. Water, energy bars
and other refreshments will be provided.

Sponsorships to date include Chevron;
Continental Development Corporation;
Kinecta Federal Credit Union; Patty
Brown & Associates-Physical Therapy;
AndersonPenna and Danny Zuker, Annette
Lombardi and Family. You can contact the
Roundhouse at 310-379-8117 if you are
interested in sponsoring this year’s Fun Run.
Prizes for the race and raffle at this
time are from: Aquarium of the Pacific,
Bacchus Wines, ET Surf Shop, Islands,
Jack’s Surfboards, The Kettle, Manhattan
Dermatology, NikauKai, Natural History
Museum, Old Venice, {pages}, Panchos,
Paradise Bowls, Simms Restaurants, Village
Runner, and Washed Ashore Adornments.
Keep checking the Roundhouse Fun Run
webpage for updates on fantastic awards
and prizes.
Proceeds will go to Roundhouse Aquarium Teaching Center’s operating expenses
(exhibit operation, marine life support, and
maintenance) and program expenses (education programs and volunteer program).•
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Northrup has given the new Secretary of Commerce suggestions on how to lighten the burden on U.S. manufacturing.

redundant and time-consuming. If the agencies
could share the data submitted by Northrup,
then that alone could speed up the process
and make the company’s wait times shorter.
The federal comment period closed on
March 31. A spokesman with the Commerce
Department confirmed that manufacturers’
recommendations would be reviewed and
used by Ross to prepare a report for the
president. The Commerce Department hasn’t
said when that might happen.
California’s association for manufacturers
is encouraged because for the first time in a
decade, policymakers in Washington, D.C.
are interested in the well-being of South
Bay companies like Northrup Grumman
and Boeing with huge workforces. Boeing
also took the opportunity to advise the
White House on which regulations it
considers the biggest stumbling blocks
to its business. “It’s promising that the
administration in Washington is … doing
everything it can to understand and fix what
impedes a manufacturer’s ability to grow in
the U.S.,” said DiCaro with the California
Manufacturing and Technology Association.
The White House is concerned about
automakers relocating their assembly plants
outside the U.S. An industry representative
for the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers
praised the Commerce secretary for
undertaking a fact-finding mission about U.S.
regulations that pose the biggest burdens.
Light-duty passenger vehicles are the “most
highly regulated sector of our economy,” a
spokesman for the carmakers told Ross. “Any
initiative to remove unnecessary regulatory
burdens encourages domestic manufacturers
to increase investments and jobs in the

United States,” the auto industry trade group
said. It represents the 12 largest automobile
manufacturers in the United States, which
account for 70 percent of all car and light
truck sales in the country. Alliance members
are BMW Group, FCA US LLC, Ford Motor
Company, General Motors Company, Jaguar
Land Rover, Mazda, Mercedes-Benz USA,
Mitsubishi Motors, Porsche Cars North
America, Toyota, Volkswagen Group of
America, and Volvo Car USA.
Several manufacturers left comments
indicating that overlapping federal and
state rules are their biggest frustrations.
For the carmakers, they deal mostly with
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
and the California Air Resources Board, the
association said. The group told the Commerce
secretary that what manufacturers want is a
common-sense approach to protecting the
environment.
“Certainly, many regulations that impact
auto manufacturers originally were intended
to serve useful purposes and continue to have
value. However, many are or have become
outdated, unnecessary, or ineffective,” the
association said, adding they just need to be
reviewed and updated occasionally.
Given a rare opportunity to speak directly
to the White House, Northrup Grumman
and Boeing were the representatives for the
South Bay. Boeing said in its comments
what happens with environmental permits
and regulations will influence whether
it expands and creates high-tech, U.S.based manufacturing centers. The aerospace
and defense systems contractor is predicting
global demand for 39,000 new aircraft by
2037. •

Davis & DeRosa Physical Therapy, Inc.
Davis & DeRosa Physical Therapy, established in 2003,
provides a quaint boutique practice located in El Segundo,
California. The 4,000 square foot facility is a well known
practice offering its patients private, personal treatment by
a licensed therapist at every visit. Patients are guaranteed
one-on-one attention for their 45-minute treatment.

THE PRACTICE SPECIALIZES IN
DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT FOR:
Chronic Neck and Back Pain
Pre and Post Surgical Rehabilitation
Sports Injuries
Work Injuries
Neurological Disorders
Foot and Ankle Disorders (including orthotics)
Osteoporosis and other Age Related Disorders
Balance and Vestibular Disorders
Injury Prevention

Troy Davis Owner, PT, DPT • Chris DeRosa Owner, PT, OCS
Leo Valenzuela, PT, DPT • Lianne Nakazaki, PT, DPT • Garret Wong, PT, DPT
Rachael D’Angelo, PT, DPT • Tami Chang, PT

325 Main Street El Segundo, CA 90245 310.648.3167
www.davisandderosa.com

UCLA Cares about Sick
Kids all Around the World
By Rob McCarthy
Going to the hospital makes plenty of adults
nervous, so imagine how traumatic it can be
for a child diagnosed with a serious illness.
A stay can mean days of bedside care and
clinic treatment. UCLA Children’s Hospital
thinks there some should be some playtime
mixed in, too.
UCLA Children’s Hospital says that play
and treatment for illnesses should be combined
to comfort their young patients “when they
need it most.” That approach fits, too, with
Mattel’s mission to be a recognized leader in
“play, learning and development worldwide.”
To help UCLA Health system and the kids it
services. Mattel is giving $50 million to expand
pediatric care and fund medical research at the
local hospital. The gift will make it possible

a therapeutic environment for child patients.
UCLA has embraced the philosophy by creating
a specialized children’s healthcare center near
the Westwood campus. In-hospital and outpatient
services are available there.
The Children’s Hospital Association says
that Mattel has delivered more than a halfmillion toys nationwide to pediatric patients
at children’s hospitals. “Mattel has generously
helped create positive healing environments,”
said Many Wimpey Knight, the association’s
chief executive.
Play grants totaling $377,000 have gone
to children’s hospitals in Long Beach, San
Francisco, New Orleans, Baltimore, the
Bronx, Dallas, Milwaukee and Hackensack.
“By engaging in play whether outside on a
playground or inside via technology, hospitalized

for Southland kids to receive specialized
care regardless of a family’s income or
ability to pay. It’s the largest charitable
gift ever made by the worldwide maker
of toys, and gives UCLA working capital
to build a “kids-only” system of care.
UCLA Mattel Children’s Hospital
attracts top doctors and nurses, who
provide care that is consistently ranked
among the best in the country. A child’s
experience remains the number one focus
as UCLA designs an environment with
its young patients and families in mind.
Studies done of pediatric patients
and their parents found that anxiety is
the most common complaint when a
child is hospitalized. Kids also lose their
appetites, can’t sleep and can’t control
their emotions. They’re less cooperative
with doctors and nurses when they’re
upset and frightened, researchers have
discovered. The answer: Use “medical”
play in the hospital to alleviate that stress.
Healthcare professionals also must UCLA Children’s Hospital makes time for treatment and play.
take the parents’ emotions into account.
Children do better when their parents feel less children can just be kids,” Knight said.
Mattel’s commitment to UCLA will also
anxious, according to published research. Child
behavior and development specialists have touch children and their families in China,
expertise that pediatric caregivers need to tap. Indonesia, India and South Africa through
With this gift, Mattel has contributed $80 physician exchanges and research partnerships.
Tami Dennis with the Children’s Hospital
million to UCLA and the university-run
healthcare system. The toymaker and the noted that UCLA doctors will visit hospitals
hospital say they want local kids to have in those countries periodically to lecture and
access to doctors and nurses who understand do clinical work. Visiting specialists will be
pediatric care, and who work toward the best provided clinical fellowships in Los Angeles,
health outcomes possible for sick kids. They’re where they’ll spend one to three months
intent on making a hospital experience less observing the practices and techniques of the
UCLA Children’s Hospital staff, according to
scary, too.
Mattel President Richard Dickson said his the spokeswoman. “The visiting physicians
company’s charitable gift is meant to “ensure will then be prepared to return to their home
that even more children and families will benefit institutions to teach their colleagues what
from exceptional healthcare at UCLA Mattel they have learned at UCLA Mattel Children’s
Children’s Hospital.” Sick kids in Asia and Hospital,” she added.
UCLA Mattel Children’s Hospital is located
Africa will benefit from advances in pediatric
medicine at the Westwood medical center as within the Ronald Reagan UCLA Medical
Center in Westwood. The facility has a 90-bed
UCLA plans to launch a doctor exchange.
Nurse Florence Nightingale, who is inpatient unit, plus an outpatient Children’s
considered the founder of modern nursing, Health Center. The hospital serves more than
said it was the responsibility of doctors, nurses 34,000 patients each year, according to the
and healthcare providers to create and keep university. •
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Rams Wait until Round Two to Make Moves
By Adam Serrao
To make a long story short, the Los
Angeles Rams traded away a ton of picks
last season in order to jump to the top of
the 2016 draft and select Jared Goff with
the number one overall pick. Fast-forward
one year later and you’ll find many Rams
fans who will tell you that Goff certainly
did not look like a franchise quarterback
in his first year with the team. Whether he
eventually pans out or turns into a bust won’t
change the fact that Los Angeles gave away
its first round draft pick this year to acquire
the quarterback. For that reason, the Rams
had to wait all the way until the 44th overall
pick of this year’s draft to begin their search
for impact players to help their team. Will
the players that the Rams selected make a
big enough impact to actually help out an
otherwise struggling franchise?
After waiting an entire day for 32 picks
of the first round to go by last Thursday
night on the opening night of this year’s
NFL draft, the Los Angeles Rams finally
got their chance to make a pick on Friday.
With the 44th choice in the second round, the
Rams selected their first collegiate player of

the offseason after they traded down with
the Buffalo Bills in order to acquire tight
end Gerald Everett. Everett, a player out of
South Alabama, was productive in college
in accumulating 90 catches for 1,292 yards
and 12 touchdowns. To use their first pick
of the draft on a tight end, though, was a
rather strange choice for Los Angeles, to
say the least.
The Rams acquired tight end Tyler Higbee
in the fourth round of the draft last season
and as a rookie, Higbee found playing time
in all 16 games of the season. Earlier in the
offseason, both new head coach Sean McVay
and Rams General Manager Les Snead have
been vocal about their plan to use Higbee
more heavily in the upcoming football year.
The acquisition of Everett will certainly give
Goff another weapon on offense--which is
never a bad thing--but with an entire list of
positions on the team that need improving,
adding another tight end may leave some
fans scratching their heads.
McVay was formerly the offensive
coordinator in Washington and led a tight
end unit that received more yards out of the
position than any other team in the entire

Finance
Control Mobile Data Costs By
Connecting To Wi-Fi At Home
(BPT) - American’s use of computers has
shifted dramatically in the last five years.
In the past, desktop computers were the
main tools for accessing the Internet and
communicating with others. Today, mobile
devices like smartphones and tablets are
taking over.
The use of mobile devices has skyrocketed, with nearly 7 out of 10 U.S. adults
(68 percent) having a smartphone, up from
35 percent in 2011, according to the Pew
Research Center. Tablet computer ownership
is growing too, with 45 percent of adults
owning this type of mobile device.
Mobile devices are popular because they
provide instant access to virtually anything
a person wants to do. From watching videos
to online shopping and interacting on social
media, mobile makes any task easy - and
it’s all within an arm’s reach.
Along with this move to mobile devices
comes a sharp increase in mobile data usage.
Many Americans are quickly learning how

mobile data consumption.
This is a useful technique, but what if
you live in one of the 18 million households
across the United States that does not have
access to “traditional” wired Internet or are
stuck with a slow connection?
The best solution for these households is
satellite Internet. Hughes, the inventor of
satellite Internet, has recently announced their
new HughesNet Gen5 service. HughesNet
Gen5 is the first and only U.S. satellite
Internet service to offer Federal Communications Commission (FCC) defined broadband
speeds - 25 Mbps download and 3 Mbps
upload - from coast to coast. HughesNet
Gen5 high-speed satellite Internet even
comes with built-in Wi-Fi making it easy
to connect wireless devices at home.
For these 18 million households, HughesNet
Gen5 is a major breakthrough, providing
speeds much faster than the slow DSL that
many of these consumers are currently using.
In addition to fast speeds and built-in

NFL. “I have a feeling Gerald’s one of
Sean’s favorite players in the draft,” Snead
remarked with a smile. McVay’s hope is
undoubtedly that Everett will turn into his
new Jordan Reed, with Higbee most likely
filling in on blocking downs. With speed,
athleticism and ball skills all on display
with Everett, the hope is that Goff will have
another talented playmaker to assist with his
transition into the NFL. “I think I bring the
complete package of a tight end,” Everett
explained when asked what he has to offer
the Rams. “Definitely a vertical threat. I’m
able to create that mismatch at any point in
time in the game.”
To assist even further with Goff’s transition,
the Rams selected wide receiver Cooper
Kupp with their 69th pick in the third round.
Kupp may be a relatively unknown name,
but the receiver out of Eastern Washington
set 15 FCS records in college. “I bring
versatility,” Kupp said. “I’m a guy who’s
going to know the offense in and out and
who’s going to be ready to go day one.”
His 6-2, 204-pound frame will give Goff a
rather big, reliable target that has soft hands
and can catch most any ball thrown in his
direction. The Rams have obviously struggled
in the wide receiver department ever since
Isaac Bruce and Torry Holt left the “Greatest
Show on Turf.” While Kupp may never turn
into a receiver that resembles either Bruce
or Holt, he will certainly provide another
pass-catching weapon for Goff--which the
quarterback obviously needs.
If Los Angeles isn’t going to score points,
they need to be able to keep other teams from
getting into their own end zone. John Johnson
was selected with the 89th overall pick in the

third round with that goal in mind. Johnson,
a safety out of Boston College, knows how to
cover, has good instincts and has shown the
ability to be able to intercept the ball. Johnson
is athletic enough to make an impact on the
field, but needs to gain physicality should he
wish to have a long and successful career in Los
Angeles. The Rams already have two safeties
on the roster who get all of the playing time in
Maurice Alexander and Lamarcus Joiner, but
both players will be unrestricted free agents in
the offseason. While Johnson doesn’t figure
to start at any point this year, the rookie will
have to make a name for himself--most likely
on special teams--if he wishes to stick with
the club in future years.
With their first three picks in this year’s
NFL draft, the Los Angeles Rams certainly
did their part to address some of the roster’s
most glaring needs. With that in mind, it
quickly becomes obvious that the roster
of the Rams has plenty of glaring needs
that will be almost impossible to resolve
by the beginning of this regular season. If
Los Angeles was hoping to become elite
overnight, this draft certainly did not do
the trick. It did, however, add a couple of
pieces in the later rounds that may turn out
to be positive additions for Goff and the
offense at some point down the line. Only
time will tell what will happen with Goff,
the offense and the rest of Los Angeles’
roster. With Seattle, Arizona and even an
emerging San Francisco team in the same
division, though, the playoffs remain nothing
more than an afterthought and a wish for
the future of a franchise still trying to find
its bearings in L.A.
Asixlion@earthlink.net •

Classifieds
The deadline for Classified Ad submission and payment is Noon on Tuesday to appear in Thursday’s paper. Advertisements must be
submitted in writing by mail, fax or email. You may pay by cash, check, or credit card (Visa or M/C over the phone).
Errors: Please check your advertisements immediately. Any corrections and/or changes in an ad must be requested prior to the following
Tuesday deadline in order to receive a credit. A credit will be issued for only the first time the error appears. Multiple runs will only
be credited for the first time the error appears. No credit will be issued for an amount greater than the cost of the advertisement.
Beware: Employment offers that suggest guaranteed out-of-state or overseas positions may be deceptive or unethical in nature. If
you have any doubts about the nature of a company, contact the local office of the Better Business Bureau, (213) 251-9696. Herald
Publications does not guarantee that the advertiser’s claims are true nor does it take responsibility for those claims.

For Lease
For Lease. Prime Loca tion
Downtown.
• 3500 sq ft free standing building.
• Restaurant/ Retail / Office
• Work / Live
• Roof Top Deck!!!
Call For Details Bill Ruane
310 – 877 – 2374

For Rent
Great El Segundo location
ONE BEDROOM $1800 600 Blk
of Sheldon, H/W Floors, W/D
Inc.,New Fridge, Call for showing,
S & L Ppty Mgmt 310/350-4096
Bkr#00981015
Garage Sale
906 E. Imperial Ave. (In alley). Sat.
5/6. 7:30 a.m to 1:00 p.m. Multi-family.
Clothes, shoes, books, HH items,

collectibles, and more.
House for Rent
Executive Eastside 4bd 4ba home
with many amenities. $5950/month.
Available 6/15. 1407 E Sycamore.
310-864-4000
To appear in next week’s
paper, submit your Classifed Ad
by Noon on Tuesday.

Visit us online: www.heraldpublications.com

The little fella’s really
down in the dumps
Wi-Fi, HughesNet Gen5 also comes with
generous, affordable service plans. It is no
longer necessary to rely on mobile data at
home. Get the most out of your devices with
a reliable, high-speed connection. HughesNet
Gen5 lets you do more of what you love
online, wherever you live. Learn more about
HughesNet Gen5 at www.hughesnet.com. •

The Jewelry Source

337 Main St. El Segundo. 310-322-7110
www.jewelrysourceUSA.com

©2007

expensive data on mobile devices can be.
One easy way to control mobile data costs
is to connect mobile devices to your Wi-Fi
network at home. Simply go into your devices’
settings, select Wi-Fi and make your home
connection your default option. Most mobile
devices will then automatically connect to
your Wi-Fi when at home and reduce your
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Looking Up

Habitable Region within Saturn’s
Moon Enceladus?

Based on Press Release from Southwest Research Institute, Provided by
Bob Eklund
Scientists from Southwest Research Institute
(SwRI) have discovered hydrogen gas in the
plume of material erupting from Saturn’s
moon Enceladus. Analysis of data from
NASA’s Cassini spacecraft indicates that the
hydrogen is likely produced through chemical
reactions between the moon’s rocky core
and warm water from its subsurface ocean.
The SwRI-led team’s discovery suggests
that Enceladus’ ocean floor could include
features analogous to hydrothermal vents
on Earth, which are known to support life
on the seafloor.
“Hydrogen is a source of chemical energy for
microbes that live in the Earth’s oceans near
hydrothermal vents,” said SwRI’s Dr. Hunter
Waite, principal investigator of Cassini’s Ion
Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS). “Our
results indicate the same chemical energy
source is present in the ocean of Enceladus.
We have not found evidence of the presence
of microbial life in the ocean of Enceladus,

content/356/6334/155), published in the April
14, 2017 issue of the journal Science.
On the Earth’s ocean floor, hydrothermal
vents emit hot, mineral-laden fluid, allowing
unique ecosystems teeming with unusual
creatures to thrive. Microbes that convert
mineral-laden fluid into metabolic energy
make these ecosystems possible.
“The amount of molecular hydrogen we
detected is high enough to support microbes
similar to those that live near hydrothermal
vents on Earth,” said SwRI’s Dr. Christopher
Glein, a co-author on the paper and a pioneer
of extraterrestrial chemical oceanography. “If
similar organisms are present in Enceladus,
they could ‘burn’ the hydrogen to obtain
energy for chemosynthesis, which could
conceivably serve as a foundation for a
larger ecosystem.”
During Cassini’s close flyby of Enceladus on
October 28, 2015, INMS detected molecular
hydrogen as the spacecraft flew through the
plume of gas and ice grains spewing from
cracks on the surface. Previous flybys provided
evidence for a global subsurface ocean residing

Enceladus is only 314 miles (505 km) across, small enough to fit within the length of the United Kingdom. Photo Courtesy of NASA JPL.

but the discovery of hydrogen gas and the
evidence for ongoing hydrothermal activity
offer a tantalizing suggestion that habitable
conditions could exist beneath the moon’s
icy crust.”
Waite is the lead author of “Cassini Finds
Molecular Hydrogen in the Enceladus
Plume: Evidence for Hydrothermal
Processes” (http://science.sciencemag.org/

above a rocky core. Molecular hydrogen
in the plumes could serve as a marker for
hydrothermal processes, which could provide
the chemical energy necessary to support life.
To search for hydrogen specifically native to
Enceladus, the spacecraft flew particularly
close to the surface and operated INMS in
a specific mode to minimize and quantify
any spurious sources.
“We developed new operations methods
for INMS for Cassini’s final flight through
Enceladus’ plume,” said SwRI’s Rebecca
Perryman, the INMS operations technical
lead. “We conducted extensive simulations,
data analyses, and laboratory tests to identify
background sources of hydrogen, allowing us
to quantify just how much molecular hydrogen
was truly originating from Enceladus itself.”
Scientists also considered other sources
of hydrogen from the moon itself, such as
a preexisting reservoir in the ice shell or
global ocean. Analysis determined that it
was unlikely that the observed hydrogen was
acquired during the formation of Enceladus or
from other processes on the moon’s surface
or in the interior.
“Everything indicates that the hydrogen
originates in the moon’s rocky core,” Waite
said. “We considered various ways hydrogen
could leach from the rock and found that the
most plausible source is ongoing hydrothermal
reactions of rock containing reduced minerals
and organic materials.” •

Tips to Reduce Your
Health Care Expenses

(BPT) - Health care costs are in the news
all the time. You hear about them at work
and when you’re with friends and family. The
comments are always the same. Health care
is getting more and more expensive and it
seems to be outpacing the money you make.
Fortunately you’re not helpless when it
comes to controlling your health care costs.
While some treatments simply have to be
done in order to support your health, there are
other things you can do to protect yourself
and your loved ones while looking out for
your pocketbook at the same time.
Employ these five tips today and you’ll
enjoy the care you need without breaking
your budget.
• Focus on your health first. When it
comes to controlling your health care expenses, you actually have more control than
you think - a lot more. The decisions you
make every day - what to eat, whether or not
to smoke, how much to exercise - all play a
dramatic role in your overall health. So take
charge, dine on fruits and vegetables, take
a run and kick that nicotine habit for good.
Each of these little decisions will benefit
your health and your budget.
• Be decisive with your deductible. Your
insurance deductible is a fixed cost and one
you’ll pay every single year before receiving network coverage support. But once it’s
paid, you’ll enjoy the full coverage of your
plan. Thus, if you have another treatment or
procedure coming up, don’t put it off any
longer than you have to. Undergoing additional procedures in the same year means
you get more coverage while paying only
one deductible. Many health plans also cover
preventive services in full, without going
against a deductible.
• Be smart about where you go for

care. While health care facilities across the
country are all capable of delivering compassionate, quality care, they are not all priced
the same. According to a Blue Cross Blue
Shield, The Health of America Report, 29.8
percent of emergency room visits were for
conditions that could have been treated in
retail clinics. The same research also found
consumers saved money on out-of-pocket
costs by visiting retail clinics for routine
services when compared to doctor’s offices,
and the visits were much more inexpensive
than receiving the same treatment in the
emergency room, according to the Blue
Cross Blue Shield Association.
• Ask questions. Your provider may know
best, but it’s all about your health. Don’t be
afraid to ask questions, not only about the
procedure itself, but about the price of the
procedure and if there is anything you can
do to reduce the expense. Sometimes there
may be something you can do on your own
that supports your health and lessens your
costs at the same time.
• Embrace an HSA. Health Savings Accounts (HSAs) provide a cost-effective way
for people who don’t use a lot of health care
services, to access care and pay for services
up until they reach their deductible. Plus
the money you save in your HSA can be
used to pay for co-insurance payments or
co-pays at your doctor’s office, and it’s also
an eligible tax write off, opening the door
to further savings. There are ways you can
manage your health care spending. Follow
the tips above and be an active participant
in your role as a health care consumer
and you’ll be surprised at how much you
save. To learn more about the The Health
of America Report, visit www.bcbs.com/
healthofamerica. •

CLASSIFIED ADS
The deadline for classified copy and payment is NOON on Tuesday. We
reserve the right to reject, edit, and determine proper classification of classified ads.
Email ad copy to: class@heraldpublications.com.

1x
2x
3x 4x
3 Lines $40 $50 $60 $70
4 Lines $45 $55 $65 $75
Need more lines? Additional line charge of $5 per line

ALL SIX NEWSPAPERS – FOR ONE PRICE!

Herald Publications newspapers: El Segundo Herald, Hawthorne Press Tribune,
Inglewood Daily News, Lawndale Tribune, Manhattan Beach Sun and Torrance
Tribune. We take Visa and MasterCard. Please always include your phone
number with your submission. Payment must be received before ad is published.
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EL SEGUNDO
POP WARNER
CONGRATULATES

2017 JAMZ JR. PEE WEE NATIONAL CHAMPIONS

Abby Cabrera, Mariah Delgado, Liya Hart, Charli Pages, Kadyn Pennix, Hailey Perez, Tori Ray, Dallas Silva, Mia Wiacek.

Join ESPW for Sign Ups!
May 6th, 2017

July 4th, 2017

10am-3pm - Home Town Fair

2016 Flag Eagles

10am-3pm - Recreation Park

2016 Mighty Mite Eagles

2016 Junior Pee Wee Eagles

Come Join The Fun!

2016 Tiny Mite Eagles

2016 Junior Varsity Eagles

2016 Junior Pee Wee Eagles

Registration for ages 5-14 for Flag, Tackle & Cheer
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
playeragent@elsegundopopwarner.org
or visit our website www.elsegundopopwarner.org
Residency Based Program • ESPW, 531 Main St. #107, El Segundo, CA 90245 • 501c3
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Entertainment

Film Review

Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 a Fresh Take on Familiar Storyline

(L-R): Karen Gillan, Zoe Saldana, Chris Pratt, Bradley Cooper & Dave Bautista. Courtesy of Marvel Studios.

By H. Nelson Tracey for www.cinemacy.com
We are nearing the 10th anniversary as well
as the rumored end of Robert Downey, Jr.’s
breakout role in Iron Man, and the aftermath
has proven that there are essentially two types
of people: those who are going to see every
Marvel feature no matter what, and those
who lost interest sometime during the past 14
movies (with eight more scheduled over the
next three years). Indeed, with so many sequels,
characters and connecting storylines, it now
seems so long ago when The Avengers (2012)
was one of my favorite films of the year. Yet
at this point, like a multi-season TV show,
I’m far enough into the Marvel Universe that
I plan to stick it out until the finale scheduled
for 2019.
Despite all of these different subsets of

films, Guardians of the Galaxy is arguably
able to distance itself as the one that has
cultivated its own identity. Playing more like
a superhero version of Star Wars, Guardians
spins separately from the Avengers characters
by making their own rules while still under
the Marvel umbrella.
Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 catches us up
to speed with all the characters we met in the
original. If you liked Vol. 1, you will certainly
like this one. It’s a comforting return to form
with all the signatures: zany aliens, jabbing
banter and a great soundtrack. But I’m happy
to say that unlike other Marvel sequels, which
retread their characters entirely, writer/director
James Gunn has found interesting ways to
develop each character a bit further. There’s
a great rivalry between the heroic Gamora
(Zoe Saldana) and her mostly villainous

sister Nebula (Karen Gillan) that is more at
the center of this film than the previous one.
Drax (Dave Bautista), a standout from the first
film, continues his same brand of humor but
with a little more self-awareness. And Baby
Groot (Vin Diesel) is impossible not to love.
It’s impressive that within this ensemble, each
actor brings a freshness to the role while
developing their respective character.
Another praiseworthy note is that this
universe has a great sense of color. Every
alien comes in a variety of bright yellow,
blue and other eye-catching hues, making
for a stunning visual much richer than a
comparable action/adventure movie. The CGI
is present, but there are plenty of characters
in full make-up and practicals rather than
being entirely artificial--and this combination
works seamlessly here.

While I was annoyed that the trailer
announced Kurt Russell as being StarLord, aka Peter Quill’s (Chris Pratt) father,
Emperor J’son (a fact that seemed like a
spoiler), it actually proved more enticing in
taking the audience on the journey of the
new relationship as a father and son. Like
the rest of the ensemble cast, Star-Lord and
J’son are given challenges that enhance and
further develop their characters. As formulaic
and familiar as it all may seem, Guardians of
the Galaxy Vol. 2 is fresh enough for those
invested in the Marvel universe. After seeing
this installment, I am eagerly anticipating the
next time these characters mesh with The
Avengers on the big screen.
Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 is rated
PG-13. 121 minutes. Opening this Friday in
theaters everywhere. •

Check It Out
The Watchmaker of Filigree Street by Natasha Pulley
Reviewed by Kristina Kora-Beckman,
Librarian I, El Segundo Public Library
If you are in the mood for a magical,
whimsical book that incorporates elements of
Erin Morgenstern’s The Night Circus as well
as Sherlock Holmes and Phillip Pullman’s
works, give Natasha Pulley’s wonderful
novel The Watchmaker of Filigree Street a
try. Set in Victorian London, the book has
a little for everyone--mystery, time travel,
romance, and even fantastical clockwork
devices with minds of their own.
The story opens with Thaniel Steepleton, a

young British clerk, who mysteriously receives
a watch that warns him of an impending
explosion. Tracing down the watchmaker
leads him to Mori, a Japanese watchmaker
with a mysterious past who can see the future.
Mori predicts Thaniel will meet Grace--an
Oxford-trained physicist, who also receives
a Mori-made timepiece.
This debut novel by Pulley is wildly
inventive and includes many interesting
twists and turns that left me wondering
where the reader would end up. I also found
the characters charming and complex in

Burkley Brandlin
Swatik & Keesey LLP
AT T O R N E Y S AT L AW
Lifetime El Segundo Residents
Living Trusts/Wills, Probate, Employment Law, Personal Injury
Trust and Estates Litigation, Business Litigation, Civil Litigation

310-540-6000
*AV Rated (Highest) Martindale - Hubbell / **Certified Specialist Estate Planning, Trust & Probate Law, State Bar of California, Board of Legal Specialization

their flaws. Throughout the story, the
characters’ lives intersect in beautiful but
also heartbreaking ways when mistrust,
loyalty issues and social mores of the
day rise up to complicate matters.
To check out The Watchmaker, or
browse our extensive fiction collection,
please visit the library to apply for your
free library card. For further assistance
including helping to discover your next
great read, please contact the reference
staff. •
ES BOOK The Watchmaker of Filigree Street.

Follow Us on
Twitter
@heraldpub

amping
Pool Decks
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Smoky Maple Potato Bites
Ingredients
• 2 pounds russet potatoes, washed
and cut into 2-inch cubes
• 1 tablespoon olive oil
• 1 teaspoon sea salt, plus extra as
needed
• 3/4 cup diced leeks, white part only
(one medium leek)
• 1/2 cup low-fat plain strained yogurt
• 1 1/2 tablespoons mild smoked paprika

•
•
•
•
•

1 tablespoon chopped fresh oregano
3 tablespoons real maple syrup
1 teaspoon Dijon mustard
3 large eggs, divided
1/4 teaspoon fresh ground pepper,
plus extra as needed
• 1 1/2 cups panko (regular or
gluten-free)
• Olive oil cooking spray

Directions
1. Add potatoes to a large pot of water and
bring them to a boil. Cook uncovered at
medium-high heat for 15 minutes, or until
the potatoes are fork tender. Drain the
potatoes and place them in a large bowl.
2. While the potatoes are cooking, heat a large
skillet over medium heat. Add the olive oil, leeks
and 1/8 teaspoon of the salt. Cook for 4 to 5
minutes, stirring regularly, to soften. Place the
cooked leeks in the bowl with the potatoes.
3. Add the yogurt, paprika, oregano, maple syrup,
mustard, 1 egg, the pepper, and remaining salt
to the bowl with the potatoes and leeks. Mash
the potatoes, stirring periodically, until smooth.
4. Place the potato mixture in the refrigerator
for 30 minutes.

5. P
 reheat the oven to 425 F.
6. Crack the remaining 2 eggs in a small
bowl and whisk.
7. Add the panko to another small bowl.
Season with salt and pepper.
8. Make 2-tablespoon portions of the potato
mixture and roll them into balls.
9. Working one at a time, dip the balls into
the eggs, then dredge in the panko, pressing
it to coat.
10. Place the balls on a baking sheet coating
with olive oil cooking spray. Spray the tops
of the balls with cooking spray as well.
11. Bake for 15 minutes and then, if needed,
broil them for 2 to 3 minutes to brown.
Serve immediately.

Created Exclusively for Potatoes USA by Katie Cavuto, MS, RD
Yield: 16 servings (2 bites per serving)

Certified

and

Licensed

Professionals

concrete

handyman

painting

painting

plumbing

LINDAHL
CONCRETE, INC.

BILL’S

PAINTERS PLUS

RICH’S PAINTING

FOR ALL YOUR PLUMBING NEEDS

Specializing in all Residential Concrete
• Driveways • Patios • Pool Decks
• Stone • Pavers • Stamping

Call Casey or Carl - Lic. 531387

310-326-6626
Casey Lindahl founder of Lindahl Concrete Inc.
WE ACCEPT CREDIT CARDS

WWW.LINDAHLCONCRETE.COM

construction
Julian Construction, Inc.
Foundation Replacement/Repairs
House Bolting • Floor Leveling
Soft Story Retrofit

HOME & APARTMENT
MAINTENANCE
CONTRACTOR QUALITY
at Handyman Prices.

We cover everything from A-Z.
Bill Henrichon
Cell: 310-890-7531
Office: 310-542-3470
billhenrichon@sbcglobal.net
Henrichon & Associates Inc.

CA ST LIC# 1011547 / Licensed & Insured

FREE INSPECTION
Low Price Guarantee - 0% Financing Available
BONDED & INSURED 323-733-3377 LIC. #788526

www.julianconstruction.com

flooring

KIRK FLOORING

carpet (310) 322-6099
Fax (310) 322-6899
vinyl
wood sales@kirkflooring.com
lic# 648106

333 Indiana Street, El Segundo

gardening

EL SEGUNDO
GARDENER

Licensed/Bonded

All E.S. Crew, Lawn Service Clean Ups,
Tree Trim, Sprinklers, Handyman, etc.

CALL OR TEXT BRIAN

310-493-7811 310-322-7396
Lic# 100085424

2011

2012

2013

Serving the South Bay for 25 years
FREE ESTIMATES

YOUR
AD
HERE
Email to reserve your space
marketing@heraldpublications.com

Specializing in exterior
Quality interior work
Reliable • Reasonable Rates

310-640-9465
INTERIOR • EXTERIOR
PLUS
IMPROVEMENTS • REPAIRS

FREE ESTIMATES

LOWEST PRICES • GUARANTEED QUALITY
5 YEAR FREE MAINTENANCE
SERVING THE BEACH CITIES
FOR OVER 20 YEARS
CALL DON

310-798-0450
LIC # 726089

painting

Frederick’s
Painting

of El SEgundo

Interior & Exterior
NO Job too Small • Free Estimates
Call Freddy 310-910-4841

Free
Estimates

Since 1990 • Lic # 770059 • C-42 C-36 C-34 C20 A

FULL SERVICE PLUMBING

Sewer Video Inspection
Rooter Service • Copper Repipes
310-543-2001

YOUR
AD
HERE
Email to reserve your space
marketing@heraldpublications.com

LIC #948597

handyman

TOUCHSTONE
PAINTING • PLASTERING
HANDYMAN

Reasonably Priced – Referrals Upon Request

310-517-9677
30 Year Business and Resident in the South Bay

YOUR
AD
HERE
Email to reserve your space
marketing@heraldpublications.com

•
•
•
Free Estimates

We match any pricing
Open 24/7
License # 537357

1-310-782-1978

roofing

plumbing
24
Hour
Service

We offer
Senior Discounts

NICK’S ROOFING
SERVICE
Small jobs OK!

310-697-9147
CA License # 1009097

roofing
Old Fashioned Values...
50 Years and Counting.

New Roofs and Repairs
310-322-4129

CA St. Lic. #558797, Bonded, Insured

plumbing
Phone/ Text

310.738.7094

23 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Sewer Video • Hydrojetting • Bonded • Insured

YOUR
AD
HERE
Email to reserve your space
marketing@heraldpublications.com

CA LIC. #980971

Over 40 thousand papers delivered within miles of your home or business.
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Purrrfect Companions

Gatito

Thor

Take a look at this week’s featured kitties
(with many more waiting for you on our
website). All of these cats and kittens are
waiting to share their love with their purrfect someone who will give them a new
forever home.
Gatito is a very sweet tabby boy. He loves
to cuddle and receive hugs, kisses and lots
of love. Gatito loves humans of all ages, to
play with and to receive pets and cuddles.
With his very affectionate personality, he
would be happy sit on your lap all day
given the chance. Gatito has a very playful
nature and gets along well with dogs and
cats with all ages.
Beautiful Mia was trapped by management
at DWP and taken to a shelter. Because
Mia was deemed feral, she could only be
adopted by a rescue group. The plan was to
spay her and find a place where she could
be a barn cat and live out her life as a feral.
But something happened when her rescuer
put her in a cage for recovery after being
spayed--Mia meowed! Feral cats do not meow.
Meowing is a cat’s way of communicating
with humans. It was Mia’s way of saying,
“I want a home.” After a couple of months
of socialization, Mia has become a sweet,
lovable cat who likes to be petted and held.
A quiet home with a kitty companion may be
best for her, so she can continue to blossom
as the sweet girl she is.
Thor is a handsome boy who is about
as chill as they come. He likes to be where
the action is, but usually just wants to
observe. Although Thor can sometimes be
shy, he starts to warm up quickly. He lives
with other cats and a dog and gets along fine
with everyone, yet doesn’t need to be around
them all the time. He is also comfortable
hanging out on his own. Since he makes
friends quickly, Thor would likely do well
in a home with another animal, or he could
be an only pet with someone who’s often
home. If you’re looking for a sweet and

easygoing kitty, plan to meet Thor!
Boomer is a wonderfully sweet and loving
young man. His soft orange and buff coat
matches his gentle and loving demeanor. He
is very kind towards people and other kitties.
Boomer is gentle, yet playful, and does well
with older cats. He is a real mama’s boy
and could be yours too! Or he would be
happy being a daddy’s boy in his forever
home with you!
Looking for an adorable, outgoing, friendly,
playful and sweet kitty? Splash is your boy!
He’s the perfect combination of cuddly and
fun! Splash and his siblings were rescued
along with their young mother the day they
were born. Then he was adopted with his
favorite sister, only to be returned three
months later without his sister due to no fault
of his own. Splash needs another kitty or
kitties to play with in his new home. He has
two other siblings (Gale and Chinook) who
are also available for adoption. He loves his
siblings, but he would also do well in a home
that already has a friendly and playful kitty.
Splash is an awesome kitty who deserves to
find a wonderful forever family!
Gale is a very handsome boy. With his
coloring, he looks like a Russian Blue. He
has a beautiful silver sheen on his dark gray
coat and gorgeous green/amber eyes. Gale
is a bit shy at first, but once he feels safe
he is very sweet, cuddly and loves to play!
Gale would do best being adopted with his
sister Chinook. They are very bonded to
each other and would adjust more quickly
to their new forever home if they could
remain together.
Chinook is an adorable, sweet, playful and
gorgeous little panther! She is shy at first,
but once she gets to know you she becomes
a playful lap kitty! Chinook is a petite cat
and has the most beautiful amber-colored
eyes! Chinook would love you to adopt her
with her brother Gale. After seeing them
cuddle and play together, you’ll understand

Mia

Splash

Gale

why! They would get along with other
friendly cats as well.
These kitties are available for adoption
through Kitten Rescue, one of the largest cat
rescue groups in Southern California. All our
kitties are spayed/neutered, microchipped,
tested for FeLV and FIV, dewormed and
current on their vaccinations. For additional
information and to see these or our other
kittens and cats, please check our website
www.kittenrescue.org or email us at mail@
kittenrescue.org.

Your tax-deductible donations for the rescue
and care of our cats and kittens can be made
through our website or by sending a check
payable to Kitten Rescue, 914 Westwood
Boulevard, #583, Los Angeles, CA 90024.
On Saturdays, we have adoptions from noon
to 3:30 p.m. in Westchester at 8655 Lincoln
Boulevard, just south of Manchester Avenue,
and also in Mar Vista at 3860 Centinela
Avenue, just south of Venice Boulevard.
Our website lists additional adoption sites
and directions to each location. •

Pets can get loose or lost through mishaps
and travel quickly. Microchip: it works!

Boomer

Chinook
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Like Us on Facebook

El Segundo is Quacking Up!!

gina hoffman

COMING
SOON!

De Bilt

Adopt Your Rubber Ducky Today From The Rotary Club of El Segundo

For info please email: duckcentralelsegundo@gmail.com
Be a Winner at Hometown Fair!

CalBRE# 00942595

310-529-9922

en un
Op & S m
t
Sa 2-4p

shfowler17@gmail.com

New Listing - Shows Great!!
606 W. Mariposa Ave., El Segundo
• 3 Spacious Bedrooms, 1 & 3/4 baths
• Great Floor Plan
• Large Beautiful Back Yard
• Comfortable Living Room with
Stone Fireplace
• New Cortex Flooring
• Quartz Counter Tops

Brokers Open
Friday 12-2pm

• Stainless Steel Appliances

425 WEST OAK AVENUE, EL SEGUNDO

5 Bedroom, 5.5 Bath. ~4,000 Sq. Ft. 8,100 Sq. Ft. Lot. De Bilt Modern
Call Gina Hoffman for More Information

quote for the week

• Good Sized 2-Car Garage with
Direct Access to the Home

“Good, better, best. Never let it rest.
’Til your good is better and your better is best.” - St. Jerome

$1,229,000

gina hoffman

Bonney Larson

310. 864. 5347
ginahoffmanrealtor@gmail.com

310-505-1793

bonney.larson@vistasir.com
Vista Sotheby’s lnternational Realty •

S

!
D
L
O

New Townhouse Listing

BRE No. 01905428
BRE #00860836

!
D
L
O Family
New
S Single
Home Listing

S

!
D
L
O

S

South Redondo Beach

507 Grand Ave.

408 Kansas

830 Maryland

$999,000

$1,100,000

$1,049,000

Open Great Room.
Larger kitchen with
Viking appliances.
4 blocks to the sand!
Private backyard!

Brand
New!

Super El Segundo Location!
Charming 3 bedroom
1 bath. Fireplace,
Hardwood, Fresh new paint.
2 car garage. Won’t last!!

Coming Fall 2017

Gorgeous Single
Family Home. This one will KNOCK
your socks off! Fabulous Extra
Wide Lot. Call for Details...

DRE # 00946399

2 bedroom 1 bath with
family room. Beautiful
backyard with city view.
Over 8000 sqft. lot.
Prime Gundo location!

602
Lomita

S

!
D
L
O

415 Miramar Dr.
Old Spanish in one of
Redondo’s sought after
locations. 2 bed, 1 bath.
Fireplace. 1250 sq. ft.
2 car garage. Courtyard
w/Ocean View. Walk to
RB Pier. $899,000

!
D
L
O

High on a Hill

Clean 3 bedroom,
1.5 baths. Large Rec room opens to
lush backyard. Large deck with city
light views. $1,099,000

DRE # 01064179

John Skulick

Rose VanHook

TeamSkulick@gmail.com

RoseVH@earthlink.net

310-350-4240

310-350-5920
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BILLRUANE

Email: BILL@BillRuane.net

EL SEGUNDO

310.877.2374

TOWNHOME

WELL QUALIFIED BUYERS
WITH FAMILIES!
LOOKING FOR A HOME IN
EL SEGUNDO WITH
OPEN A POOL .
HOUSE
SATURDAY
2 - 4PM

216 Loma Vista St. #B

• 3 BEDS/3 BATHS • ALL REMODELED • BRIGHT UNIT
• W/ PATIO • MINUTES FROM THE OCEAN!

CONDOS
OPEN
HOUSE
SATURDAY
2 - 4PM

770 W. Imperial #68
• 2 BEDS/1.5 BATHS
• TOWNHOUSE STYLE
• INCREDIBLE OCEAN VIEW $499,500

950 Main St. #307
• 2 BEDS • 2 BATHS
• COMPLETELY UPGRADED
• BRIGHT WEST FACING UNIT

RESIDENTIAL/ OFFICE

OPEN
HOUSE
SUNDAY
2- 4PM

123 E. Oak #108
• 2 BEDS/ 2 BATHS
• 1,256 SF. • MASTER SUITE
• GIANT PATIO $629,000

COMMERCIAL

900 Cedar St. #205
431 E. Grand Ave.
FOR SALE

COMMERCIAL SPACE
• 10,000 SF.
• SHORT TERM LEASE
AVAILABLE.
• A $1 A FT. NNN.

• APPROX. 3,200 SF.
• PRIME CORNER LOCATION

COMMERCIAL/ HIGH TECH & CREATIVE WORKSPACE

NEW
LISTING!

2BEDS/2 BATHS • POOL SPA
•REC-ROOM
• COMPLETELY REMODELED!
$599,000

Matt Crabbs.(310) 864-9034/
Bill Ruane (310) 877-2374
• OVER 26,000 SF. WORKSPACE
• BRICK AND MORTAR COMMUNITY WITH
A MASTER LAYOUT COMBINING
6 BUILDINGS
ON 6 ACRES OF LAND
• IDEAL FOR ALL BUSINESS BRANDS
& START-UPS.
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BILLRUANE
EL SEGUNDO

CalBRE# 00972400

9AM-9PM
7 DAYS A WEEK

R E / M A X E S TAT E P R O P E R T I E S
754
Hillcrest St.
$1,488,000

EASTSIDE
LOCATION

COMING
SOON

OPEN
HOUSE
SUNDAY
2- 4PM

4 BEDS/ 3 BATHS
• 2,243 SF.
• REMODELED
KITCHEN
• OCEAN VIEW

• 6 BEDS /4 BATHS
• REMODELED HOME
• OVER 3,000 SF.
• $1,499,000

815 Penn St.
$879,000

716 W. Acacia Ave.
$1,395,000
4 BEDS/ 3 BATHS
• 2,280 SF.
• Lot: 5,007 SF.
• 2 CAR GARAGE

2 BEDS/ 2 BATHS
• ALL UPGRADED
• PRIVATE PATIO
• CLOSE TO
SCHOOLS

HAWTHORNE

5535 Ocean #102, Hawthorne

TOWNHOUSE 3 BEDS / 3 BATHS • POOL & SPA • GYM

• Built-in custom office, bar & pantry.
• Upgraded kitchen appliances.
• First time on the market since new in 2010!

13912 Truro Ave., Hawthorne
5 BEDS/ 4 BATHS • 3,227 SF. • RV-SIZED GARAGE
$885,000

5412 W 123rd St.,
Hawthorne
OPEN
SATURDAY
2-4PM

COMING SOON
• Completely upgraded • Hardwood
floors• Huge backyard
• 2 Car detached garage!

/

TH

LO O K I NG TO SEL L YO U R HO M E?. . . SPRIN G IS H ERE!

#1 SELLING AGENT IN EL SEGUNDO
GET YOUR FREE IN-DEPTH MARKET EVALUATION OF YOUR
RESIDENTIAL , INVESTMENT OR COMMERCIAL PROPERTY

310 . 877. 2374

